 Abstract-The Vigenè re encryption is a method that enciphers original text by adding a continuously changing correspondence of keys into plain text by means of one to one correspondence. A simple example would be to match A with 0, B with 1, and so on until Z is matched with 25. The weakness of the Vigenè re encryption is that the code can be broken without the key by guessing its length. We attempted to strengthen the Vigenè re encryption by multiplying the length of "key groups" so that the length of the final key would be amplified. This study reveals that the security of the Vigenè re cipher, once thought to be low, can be supplemented through the use of an effective key.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Widespread development of digital communications and growing need for information security aroused the interest in the field of cryptography. The purpose of cryptography as a tool for communication is to secure data transmitted in the likely presence of an adversary, satisfying four represented requirements: Confidentiality, Authentication, Non-repudiation, and Data Integrity.
As one of primary methods of securing information, the Vigenè re Encryption was utilized since it was first introduced in 1586 by French diplomat Blaise de Vigenè re. The Vigenè re cipher is a basic polyalphabetic cipher based on 'Tabula Recta', a square table of letters with each row shifted by one letter to the left from the upper row. Vigenè re was not the first to use 'Tabula Recta', but his algorithm is meaningful since he applied concept of the "key". Although Vigenè re cipher seemed to be unbreakable, it was soon proved to be vulnerable by the Kasiski method supported by the Friedman test.
To supplement the weakness of Vigenè re Cipher, we attempted to extend the limit of the original Vigenè re Cipher so that a third party may not decipher the code by guessing the key length. With an improved randomizing system and encryption with plain text containing spaces, tabs, and special characters, we continued to enhance security and efficiency of Vigenè re Cipher.
II. VIGENÈRE ALGORITHM AND EXISTING APPLICATION
A. The Vigenè re Encryption Vigenè re Encryption: Vigenè re Encryption is a renowned encryption that utilizes more than two keys to cipher by concealing alphabet frequency in plain text. The encryption is done by substituting the plain text with the key one by one according to Fig. 1 , the Tabula Recta, a 26 by 26 sized table of alphabets that consists of rows shifted one space from the upper row. The substitution continues until the end of the plain text. 
For example, if the key is "candy", the first letter of the plain text is substituted with the 3-shifted-key, 'c'. The second is substituted with the 1-shifted key, and the third with 14-shifted-key. Table I specifies an example of the encryption process with plain text "The way to encode."
B. The Weakness of Vigenè re Encryption
Although Vigenè re Cipher is able to supplement the weakness of direct exposure of frequency in plain text, it fails to perfectly eliminate the possibility of key breaking. If the length of the key is 5, then the i th (i≡1 (mod 5)) letters in the cipher text are substituted with the same letter in the key. This process can be applied to the same remainder of 5. Therefore the Vigenè re encryption is also vulnerable to "breaking" by the analysis of the frequency of letters in plain text. The key to breaking the Vigenè re Cipher is to know the length of the key.
Kasiski Method: The Kasiski method, a renowned way to decipher a Vigenè re cipher, uses the repetition of certain letters in cipher text. [1] For instance, 'the' is one of the most used words in English. If the key is 'CANDY', 'the' will be encrypted with the parts of the key, 'CAN', 'AND', 'NDY', 'DYC', 'YCA'. If we find three sequences of letters repeated in the cipher text, there is a high possibility that those letters correspond to the word 'the' in the plain text. From this process, we can guess that those letters are substituted with one the keys: 'CAN', 'AND', 'NDY', 'DYC', 'YCA'.
By analyzing certain repetitions in cipher code, one can easily calculate the greatest common divisor between such repetition intervals. This calculated number is highly likely to represent a multiple of the length of the key, because the key will correspond to the same letter in plain text after it has finished one loop of Tabula Recta. By tracking down the repetitions of specific elements in cipher text, Kasiski initiated the breaking of the Vigenè re encryption.
Friedman test: The Freidman test enables intruders to estimate the length of the key used in the Vigenè re Encryption with a statistical method. In specific, the Freidman test utilizes the index of coincidence, estimating 1) the possibility that randomly selected 2 letters in plain text are the same letters, and 2) the possibility of uniformly selecting (selecting through a calculated pattern) 2 letters in plain text which are same letters. [2] This test becomes more accurate as the cipher text becomes longer.
C. Another Application of Vigenè re Encryption
'Alpha-Qwerty Cipher' [3] : One of the recently introduced new applications of Vigenè re Cipher, the journal 'Alpha-Qwerty Cipher' introduces an improved version of Vigenè re Cipher. It aimed to extend the Vigenè re Cipher by adding several digits and symbols, thus extending the limit of characters from 26 to 92; the new cipher utilizes q-z, Q-Z, ` ~! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) _ -= + { } [ ] | ; : " <> , . ? /, 0-9 in both plain text and cipher text.
The Alpha-Qwerty algorithm process can be specified with experimental implementation.
Plain text: transfer10, 100 to swiss account Key: Hell12* Cipher text: `csn ] ^"N$)igg Y` lRI*|7Iufm;+8
Step [r]. Alpha-Qwerty Cipher uses Tabula Recta arranged by the order of letters on the qwerty keyboard. Table II specifies the simplified version of tabula recta used in 'Alpha-Qwerty', in which special characters are ignored; Table II , initially 92by92, is reduced to 26by26 in size.
Flaws not subsidized in 'Alpha-QwertyCipher': One of the main functions of encryption is securing the initial information in the most original way. Despite its extended limit of character and digits, the 'Alpha-Qwerty cipher' seriously lacks in eligibility due to the absence of character 'space'. In this case, the longer the text is, the harder it is for the reader. The juxtaposition based on Qwerty order in Alpha-Qwerty Cipher is inefficient regarding the unnecessary space used in storing additional arrays. The original Vigenè re Cipher, however, does not require storing such pointless arrays because it enciphers the plain text according to the ASCII code order. Moreover, the gratuitous array of Alpha-Qwerty does not supplement the fundamental flaw of Vigenè re Encryption, the exposure of key length via knowing the key length. Encrypting with the Tabula Recta in the Alpha-Qwerty Cipher may take some more time to break than the original Vigenè re Cipher, but both of them are vulnerable when the third party knows the key length. Given the key length, breaking 'Alpha-Qwerty Cipher' is just a matter of time.
III. KEY-AMPLIFIED ENCRYPTION
A. Motivation
The repetition of certain letters in cipher text has long been a major problem for substitution encryption, especially for monoalphabetic cipher. The simple substitution cipher also suffered from key length exposure through analyzing frequency of certain letter in the cipher text. This problem led people to elongate the key length, but the inefficient storage and application made it difficult to secure long texts. Enigma, for example, started to lengthen the key by strapping the round cylinder: the elongated key length would be the number of alphabets powered by the number of wheels [4] . We attempted to find an efficient way to encrypt the plain text without simply elongating the key length. We invented key-amplified-encryption based on the idea that enciphering several times with different length of keys generates the same effect of using the key, whose length is the least common multiplier of those key lengths. With a key length longer than , the repetition of certain letters will supplement the weakness of original Vigenè re Encryption.
B. Procedure Key length & Key by Randomizing Program:
The KeyAmplified Cipher randomizes the key through selecting several prime numbers and multiplying them. In order to guarantee that the length of the key is long enough to hide its repetition, we limited the selection of prime numbers to including at least different 15 prime numbers (selecting a same prime number twice does not matter is not accepted. The reason we chose to select numbers in prime numbers is because we wanted the least common multiplier (LCM) to be the largest, because LCM of prime numbers is just the product of each number. Otherwise, we should divide the common divisor of the numbers when we are finding their LCM. Moreover, the fifteen prime numbers make it difficult for others to estimate the right key length, because the repetition of a certain letter corresponds to the factor of the key length.
For instance, a possible key is 2*3*5*….*47, which is the product of selected
This implies that the least number in the possible key set is long enough not to expose the key length. However, actual memory needed to store the key is 2+3+5+ … +43+47=328. This means that we can make a key of which the length is 615,889,782,588,491,410, just with a memory to store 328 numbers. We do not need to store the whole 615,889,782,588,491,410 numbers as a key. We can pick other different 15 prime numbers or more than this, but whatever it is, the length of the final key is bigger than 615,889,782,588,491,410, because {2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47} is the smallest case with 15 different prime numbers.
The key randomization is vital in encryption. The main 'security' of the key depends on how hard the third person feels is to guess the right key. In order to prevent possible guessing of the key, we utilized randomization three times in our entire Key-Amplified Encryption.
As stated above, we randomize the prime numbers to generate a key. Because we use different kind of prime numbers as factors, the Key-Amplified Cipher guarantees the possible final key length to be longer than 61*10 15 . There is no limit in selecting the prime number. The only limit we set is not to count any reused prime numbers (reused prime number does not consist 15 prime numbers that make the key), which is to ensure that the least common multiplier is long.
The danger of exposing the length of the key is also solved by using the key length that has many factors. The repetitions of certain letters represent all the factors used to generate the key, which means that the possibility of others to guess the right key length through calculating the least common multiplier is strongly low. In other words, the repetition in the cipher text does not represent the key length.
Not only randomizing the key factors but also randomizing the number of fractions that split the key into groups strengthens the security of the Key-Amplified Cipher. After selecting fifteen prime numbers as factors for generating the key, we divide the key into random numbers of pieces. This process further improves the frequency problem of the Vigenè re Cipher.
The possible number of cases for splitting the key is 4 (
Equation (1) indicates that by splitting the key, the possibility of correctly guessing the key is successfully deducted.
The last randomization deals with rudimentary randomization. Every time the encryption is utilized, the key of the Encryption is randomized. Because the use of same key several times can expose the user in the danger of a key leak, we attempted to revitalize the security by randomizing the key every time the cipher is activated.
Through these randomizations, the Key-Amplified Encryption supplemented the correspondence between the frequency of plain English text and the cipher text.
Encryption of Plain Text: Through the whole process of randomizing the key, we stepped toward the enciphering process of the plaintext. The main enciphering process is done through several steps:
Step 1: Scan the code that is generated through randomizing process.
Step 2: Read each letter from the plain text and apply the Key-Amplified Cipher code in order to supplement it with cipher text. This step is just the way we do with Vigenè re Cipher. Scan the plain text letter by letter until the plain text is over.
Step3: Until the plain text is over, substitute each plain text again with corresponding cipher text according to the next key. In this case, the tab key, enter, and the end of the plain text are enciphered to specific code and printed out in the cipher text. Adding the specific key code and regulating the numbers that has gone over limit, save the enciphered plain text in another temporary file and go on to the next letter in the plain text.
Step 4: Reset the data of former letters and loop until the plaintext ends.
Step 5: Save the output in the "output.txt" file, and close every file and temporary files used in encipher.
Through these multiple steps, the plain text, which should be saved in the input file, is stored in the output file. All the characters including tabs, enters and spaces are saved in the form of cipher text.
Decryption of Cryptogram: Contrary to the encryption process, the decryption process deciphers the cipher text into the plain text. This process also utilizes deciphering each letter by letter in the cipher text. Starting from scanning the output file, which is the file that saved the information of the cipher text, the detailed procedure of the decrypting for Key-Amplified Cipher is:
Step1: Scan the key from the key file, and save it in a temporary file.
Step 2: After the opening the cipher text file and opening the reoutput file, which the deciphered text will be saved, read the element one by one from the cipher text.
Step 3: Loop until the last element from the cipher text is scanned and supplement each element in the cipher text ends. The elements should be rightly transformed into original plain text form, including enters, tabs and spaces. The over risen number should be regulated according to the Equation (2) 
Step 4: Loop this process until the cipher text is over, and reset the values of the variants each time the loop goes on.
Step5: Close the entire temporary and cipher text files and save the deciphered cipher text in the re-output file.
These processes of decryption successfully decipher the cipher text into the original form of the plain text. Including all the spaces and characters such as "and ', the original form of plain text is maintained in the re-output of cipher text. This leads to higher eligibility and efficiency for people to successfully secure their information using efficient space with split keys.
C. Advantages and Comparative benefits of Key-
Amplified Encryption Contrary to other applications of Vigenè re Cipher, we enhanced the eligibility of plain text. In contrast to Alpha-Qwerty, the plain text of our enhanced Vigenè re Encryption does not require the user to modify the plain text through eliminating all the spaces and tabs. This advantage allows the user to secure the original form of the plain text and increases the eligibility of plain text. Encrypting the spaces and enters is especially important for long texts. Not only was the advantage of maintaining the original form of the plain text but also the efficiency regarding the memory takeup was enhanced in the KeyAmplified Encryption. The juxtaposition based on Qwerty order in Alpha-Qwerty Encryption is inefficient regarding the unnecessary space used for storing additional arrays. The original Vigenè re Encryption, however, does not require storing such pointless arrays because it enciphers the plain text according to the ASCII code order. Moreover, the gratuitous array of AlphaQwerty does not supplement the fundamental disadvantage of Vigenè re Encryption, the exposure of key length via frequency.
The efficiency regarding the key length was also improved through using Key-Amplified Encryption. Although there has been a suggestion to use the 'Running Key Cipher' -which uses certain books or phrases as a key -to decipher the cipher text without any relevant information, the inefficiency of this long key made this method inapplicable. The Key-Amplified Encryption, however, has a shorter key with equal or more efficiency compared to such lengthy key from the books. By splitting the key into random numbers, this KeyAmplified Encryption guarantees intensive security considering its length. This renewed encryption will allow users to utilize stronger and more effective Vigenè re Encryption.
With advanced efficiency, the new key from the generated dataset that consist of numbers larger than 10 10 elevates the level of security present in the original Vigenere encryption. Because the key is larger than 10 10 , it is difficult to apply the Kasiski method to break the code without any related information. With such long keys, the Kasiski method will be incapable of attaining enough examples of divided keys to gather the remaining cipher texts and to decrypt them as monoalphabetic encryptions. Furthermore, the Friedman test would be unable to break the code because there would be too many cases to divide the prime numbers.
With advanced efficiency, the new key from the generated dataset that consist of numbers larger than 10 10 elevates the level of security present in the original Vigenere encryption. Because the key is larger than 10 10 , it is hard to apply the Kasiski method to break the code without any related information. With such long keys, the Kasiski method will be incapable of attaining enough examples of divided keys to gather the remaining cipher texts and to decrypt them as monoalphabetic encryptions. Furthermore, the Friedman test would be unable to break the code because there would be too many cases of dividing the prime numbers.
The Key-Amplified Encryption cannot be deciphered through the method of defining frequency. Unlike the 'Running Key Cipher', randomized number keys do not correspond to frequency of plain text in English in this case. As randomizing the splices and generating the length of the key is done without a pattern by computer programs, the key is safe from being recognized by its frequency of reoccurring letters. Furthermore, because we directly randomize ASCII code, the generated key is not a word but a collection of random letters. This method lowers the possibility of guessing the key to decipher the cipher text.
Formerly, the key for the Vigenè re Encryption was prone to be a phrase or a juxtaposition of words in common English. This pattern lead the breakers to be able to correctly 'guess' the key. We aimed to get rid of even the lowest possibility of 'guessing' the key based on the 1,022,000 words in English IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS We attempted to supplement the flaw of the traditional Vigenè re Cipher by enhancing the algorithm to cover other characters in plain text and improving the randomization to lower the correlation between the frequency of letters in the plain text and that of the cipher text. As stated in other researches, the main weakness of the Vigenè re cipher is the use of periodic key streams made by repeating a chosen keyword. The tightness of the Vigenè re encryption depends on the randomness of the key-stream used [5] . Thus, by splitting the key and choosing numerous prime numbers to generate the impenetrably random length of the key, we successfully improved the Vigenè re Encryption to the Key-Amplified Encryption.
The experimental process of this new algorithm tested on plain text -made to contain special characters and spaces with tabs -is further illustrated below:
The result of our team's attempt to supplement the weakness of the Vigenè re Encryption has succeeded. All of the original forms including the spaces and tabs were supplemented into the cipher code, elevating the eligibility of the Key-Amplified Encryption compared to other encryptions using applications of the Vigenè re Encryption, such as the Alpha-QWERTY Cipher.
To analyze the frequency of the cipher text, we converted the ASCII code of output into letter form.
To further compare the frequency of letters present the plaintext (input), the cipher text (output) and the normal English text, we graphed the frequency rate of each letter in all texts. By illustrating the correspondence between the texts, we realized that the process of revitalizing the frequency of the normal text was solved through our invention: the Key-Amplified Encryption.
Comparing the letter frequency of the plain text, cipher text and common English writing, our cipher text frequency did not correspond to that of the plain text. Thus, one of the major problems of security in the Vigenè re cipher has been solved.
Furthermore, the efficiency and the frequency problems of the original Vigenè re cipher have been eradicated regarding the length of the key and text frequency. Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 describe the ways to crack the codes with Kasiski method. One of the most frequently used string in English is "The". There are 42 "the" in original text, including "either" or "their". When you try to crack the ciphered text, you would look for repeated string, and as "the" is one of the most frequently used words, it would be easy to find repeating 3-alphabetwords to crack it. If certain string which is consisted of 3 words is repeated, then it would most likely be changed with word, "the". In Fig. 3 , the code is ciphered with the key, "CANDY", which is only five-alphabet long. We can see "8*4", "67*", "y*4", "9B>", and "C-?" repeated. Those are possible words that can be replaced with the word "the". However, in Fig. 4 , the code is enciphered with the "Key-Amplified Cipher", and none of each "the" is replaced with same cipher.
V. ADDITIONAL RESEARCHES TO BE DONE
A. Optimal Final Key Length
Choice of the prime numbers decides the length of the final key. The number of prime numbers that make up the key and the size of LCM, which is the product of these prime numbers, are related. To make the final key a bigger size, we should calculate a large LCM. There are two ways to make the LCM bigger. One is choosing more prime numbers, and the other is choosing large prime numbers. Deciding on any of them, all or even both, does not matter, but we should consider the memory that we need to store the actual key. We should balance between the length of final key and the available storage.
B. Optimal Ordered Pairs of the Number of the 'Key
Group'and the Length of Each 'Key Group' We also need to balance the number of 'Key Group' and length of each key group. If we split the key into many groups, then the size of each group diminishes, and the sum of the length of actual keys is small. However we need to store bigger information of key split more than less split case. If we split the key into fewer groups, the size of each group and the sum of the length of actual keys increase. Moreover, prime numbers in one key group are multiplied, and they make up new keys. If a large prime number belongs to a group, the key made from that group can be especially longer than those by other groups and this make the sum of actual key length bigger. This brings inefficiency, so balancing the size of each prime number is also an important problem.
